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Tonight the rising stars of the Shreveport Opera will treat us to a program of famous opera arias and hit 

Broadway show tunes.  All are classics – songs that most audience members will recognize, perhaps even 

know before their first words are sung.  Although most all songs will be familiar, here is some historical 

background on the wonderful program of music assembled for tonight’s special occasion. 

 

Opera is a genre in which music, poetry, drama, scenic design, and dance combine to produce a unified 

work of art.  The defining feature of opera is that all dialogue is sung, whether it is the expressive 

commentaries known as arias, pure narration known as recitative, or some mixture of these two.  

Historically, opera emerged around the year 1600 in Florence, Italy, but quickly found exponents 

throughout Europe and eventually throughout the world.  Opera has undergone many important 

transformations since its inception – especially those pioneered by Christoph Willibald Gluck in the mid-

18th century and those of Richard Wagner in the next century. 

 

Some of opera’s leading composers are represented on tonight’s program.  From Italy, there are selections 

by Giuseppe Verdi and Giacomo Puccini.  Verdi’s aria “La donna è mobile” (“The Woman is Fickle”) 

from Rigoletto is the motto of the womanizing Duke in this opera’s storyline – and perhaps why he feels 

he can be so malicious towards women.  There are also two selections from Puccini’s opera La bohème 

which tells of starving artists in Paris, and one artist in particular Mimì who is beset with a terminal 

illness.  French composer Georges Bizet is, of course, best-known as the composer of Carmen in which 

the gypsy seductress of the title takes the same cruel approach in her relationships with men as the Duke 

of Rigoletto does towards women – albeit meeting a different fate in the opera’s finale.  A duet from 

another Bizet opera The Pearl Fishers and the beautiful, almost otherworldly Flower Duet from Lakmé by 

a second French composer Léo Delibes will also be heard. 

 

Like a spoken drama, an opera can be either a tragedy or a comedy, and we apply the terms “serious 

opera” and “comic opera” to mark this distinction.  Composed in 1791 by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 

The Magic Flute – full of humor, written in the language of the people, and including spoken dialogue 

between its songs – is a prime example of the comic opera tradition as it existed in the late 18th century.  

Papageno the bird-catcher who prances around dressed as a bird is just one instance of the humor found in 

The Magic Flute. 

 

Over time, comic opera helped to spawn the genres of operetta, “Savoy opera,” and eventually even the 

Broadway musical itself.  While operetta found its greatest proponents in 19th-century Paris and Vienna, 

Savoy opera was the special category of works by the famous British librettist-composer team W. S. 

Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan.  These collaborations by Gilbert and Sullivan were first staged in the late 

19th century at the Savoy Theatre in London, and they include the hilarious Pirates of Penzance and 

many other well-loved comic operas. 

 

The Broadway musical emerged around the turn of the 20th century in New York, and like Savoy opera 

was named after its original locale – the New York City street that became the center for musical theatre 

in America.  Since their early days, however, Broadway musicals have escaped the expectations of comic 

opera, and in the process have adopted detailed plotlines which often reject the light, humorous situations 

of the genre’s origins in comic opera.  Today the American musical is seen as a completely separate genre 

from opera, and some of the best-loved musicals in the Broadway tradition have actually been created in 

Great Britain and France. 

 



 

Tonight’s concert actually borrows its name from a musical by American composer and lyricist Stephen 

Sondheim – A Little Night Music.  A reference itself, this musical’s title is the English translation for Eine 

kleine Nachtmusik, a composition by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.  Sondheim’s musical premiered on 

Broadway in 1973, and today is perhaps best-remembered for its song “Send in the Clowns” which was 

taken-up by popular singers as famous as Frank Sinatra, Judy Collins, and Barbra Streisand among others. 

 

A Little Night Music is only one of the many award-winning musicals by Sondheim.  Other highlights 

from his star-studded career include his early collaboration as lyricist with Leonard Bernstein on West 

Side Story, Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street now best-known in its film adaptation 

starring Johnny Depp, and the fairytale-inspired Into the Woods which was also made into a film this past 

December.  West Side Story is a modern adaptation of Romeo and Juliet where rival gangs are pitted 

against one another in the streets of New York City.  From West Side Story comes the duet “Tonight” 

sung by lovers Tony and Maria, whose feelings for each other have had to remain secret due to their 

associations with opposing gangs.  Also included on our program tonight is the duet “It Takes Two” from 

Sondheim’s Into the Woods. 

 

Always an interesting aside, Sondheim was actually mentored by Oscar Hammerstein II – the lyricist who 

with composer Richard Rodgers defined the American musical in its golden age of the 1940s and 1950s.  

Rodgers and Hammerstein produced such central musicals as Oklahoma!, The King and I, and The Sound 

of Music.  From this duo’s South Pacific comes the song “Some Enchanted Evening” which is featured on 

tonight’s program.  Set on an island in the South Pacific Ocean during World War II, this show explores 

the issues that two romantic couples face due to their interracial relationships.  Despite this weighty 

premise, the show itself has plenty of cheerful moments including “Some Enchanted Evening” where the 

middle-aged French gentleman Emile expresses his love for the young American nurse Nellie who has 

recently arrived on the island with the navy. 

 

Other selections from musical theatre on tonight’s program include the duet “All I Ask of You” from The 

Phantom of the Opera by the British composer Andrew Lloyd Webber.  With The Phantom of the Opera 

and other universally-known musicals like Cats, Evita, and Jesus Christ Superstar to his credit, Lloyd 

Webber ranks with Sondheim as one of the leading living composers in contemporary musical theatre.  

There are also selections such as “The Impossible Dream” from the musical Man of La Mancha by Joe 

Darion and Mitch Leigh, “What You’d Call a Dream” by Craig Carnelia from the revue Diamonds, and 

finally “And This Is My Beloved” from Kismet with music by the Russian composer Alexander Borodin 

as adapted by Robert Wright and George Forrest. 
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